Crying for Mercy While Killing you - The Jewish Umpire of Goblinoids

While we are bringing the enemy down and fast... This here should serve as a reminder... To never let up... Because infection and death will always be around the corner the moment we people stop.

The Jews work by a particular method for thousands of years.

Because the Jews are a cowardly and weak Race, what other races claim on the basis of nobility, their creations, or their own innate power, the Jew tries to pin on top of some "humanitarian mercy". This is to just justify that which cannot be justified, that this is a race of alien parasites, that all other human races on the planet hate. The Jews have found "human rights" and "humanitarianism" alike.

Which all of us here know, are nothing else but excuses to help parasites, the meek and worthless, and an attempt of the evil to bluff the stronger into thinking them as their "Friends" and comrades, so that the weak would of course RULE over the STRONG. One person tries all their life and advances, the lazy bummer comes behind and demands to be put where the strong person is. And invents a universal mandate for lazy, parasites, and evil crapsters to rise above those who labor.

And using these supposed "VALUES" as a proxy, to let's say form a reality and give "reasons" to invade foreign lands in the pretense of "providing aid" and taking over nations so the Jews can intrude into them and extend the parasitism they do, after they have taken over your own government- because you were "merciful" enough to follow their religion and allow them in. And "humanitarian" enough to tolerate as "humans" beings who drink the blood of infants on holidays for more than 2500 years. And listen to their advice of who is "human" and that we are all "equal". Because weren't we, who of ALL the Gentile Races would need these people around?

The Blacks whom they sold as slaves? The Chinese who have been massacred by Communism? The people in the ME that have been genocided out of existence for 70 years? Or the Europeans who are being now attempted to be systematically exterminated through forced intermarriage? Maybe the USA will love them, these Jews that made the USA from a New Atlantis, to a enslaved
giant jew pawn state underdog for Israel. Just who exactly has to love them? Some people in Cuba who don't have bread but have the judeochristianity to slavishly worship? Who of all people need this evil?

Who needs plans of wiping our races, nations and states into a damned "Jewish World Order" of surveillance, slavery, and ultimatejewish control? Like seriously...

"ALL OF YOU"- Random Jewish Ghoul

Just like christianity that speaks of "love" but is the religion of primordial, sheer, jewish hatred, and hatred of those lazy worthless idiots who want to march against the Strong and kill them just because...They labor more than them.

As a jew admits here for what it itself is:
WHAT PEOPLE DON'T NOTICE IS THAT WHY IN THE FIRST PLACE... THEY TRY TO CONVINCE YOU OF HARMLESSNESS ALL THE TIME!

Why do they play the professional victim, like the COHENCIDENTALLY prototype of the neo-judaic-controlled "West" of Christianity? Because of course, the first infection that made the jewish infection possible was the "looseness" of the nefarious and alien Christianity.

It was just a little, tiny, innocent deadly virus guys. After all, the virus itself claims that it is innocent. It cries a lot when "Confronted" and "Attacked" with questions. Let it spread and develop. It won't harm you, it claims, maybe some cancer or virus is necessary. You NEED the virus, according to the VIRUS. AS the jewish religion states, thou shall not judge (the jews). What if they are a race of cowardly, warmongering, trash. You need to be just a bit less healthy, less happy, less creative; you need to be a bit less. Please do not kill the virus, because the virus is part of this world too, created by the 'ineffable god' in order to even strengthen you- said the virus himself.

Open a tiny wound, and let's name it christianity. Christianity will empower you know... It will give you refugee and save your soul... Said the Virus...Open up Goyim... We are "human" too. After all, what has one head, two legs, and two feet, must be human, mustn't it? It's not like there are any grades in nature. I can advance too, help me, said the jewish virus...

AND THE VIRUS KEPT TALKING UNTIL THE END OF TIME TO CONVINCE YOU... Akin to a robot of artificial intelligence that has studied the Gentile mind for centuries, and knows where to prey.

And other things that can never be reconciled with such as that our religions, and now politics and anything else, have been hijacked and destroyed by this so called 'race'. To the point the world fell enslaved and now people are struggling to just regain footing. And to the point that 98% of humans on the planet didn't even know what meditation or spirituality was, and was forced to worship a jewish dupe.

If one raises the shroud behind this, one will find the jew's own little world. Talmud, Torah, Bible, plans for world domination, extermination, and all sorts of crimes against humanity. Dare one speaks and points, the jewish crybaby destined to exterminate all others, pulls the yet old card: "Mercy" and Crying loudly while killing you. They literally feel so offended. After all, in their little world, it’s been stated: The Goyim are cattle and animals.
Dare the "Goyim" attack back and defend themselves, the jews cry, and of course take the dagger out of the pocket and attempt to guide it straight into the heart of the "Goyim" who dare "attack" them, or technically, just criticize them. Just questioning an offence, it's despicable- an act against "God" himself, the jew of the Universe- in the jew's little world.

The power of the jews, except of their alien, reptilian alliance and origins, can be explained in far lesser explanations. Being a cowardly, stateless, and weak race, they have mastered the art of lying and deception, and also, mind you, by the use of spiritual means to add icing on the cake. The literal masters of the lie, or in Hindu Terminology, Illusion - Maya. They literally did magick to create all new reasons and circumstances in which the Goyim would be forced to co-exist and be parasitized by them eternally and forever. To the point their parasitic infection could not be removed but with the falling of the whole state or system, or the death of millions of people.

Now humanity must enjoy massive ignorance, the downfall of human civilization, lies and "maya" all over the place, spiritual inheritances destroyed, and the marching and fighting spirit of billions of ancestors of humanity, going down the drain, over the dreams of some rat jews. And some weakling, psychos, that allowed them in. Lest we act this will be the end of civilization too:

Where monkeys and retards will be treated as "gods", parasites will be treated as life givers, "equality" where murderers, retards, deadly people are equal to sane and life givers. A total flattening of civilization now and forever. The sparkling slavery of the soul, mind and spirit, in a fancy box with "le happy merchant" outside of it. Which is all just a society of the Talmud and the jews anyway.

Don't you dare stop it, or you will make a poor jew cry somewhere. And then take the spiritual and physical knife to pass it down your throat. Poor Jews nowadays... Always mistreated... They also have some nuclear weapons by the way with which they can wipe you off the planet, since you know, the times have changed, and the once and forever poor jews are the world's wealthiest people. Controlling all the West and everything else pretty much. And have infiltrated all ruling families.

**The face of the New Civilization that the jews are creating:**

This will be the "Image of God" in the new civilization which may be in every house worldwide-
This will be the "Master of Philosophy" of the Jewish World Empire:
This will be "Master Wuz Kangs" of the "Real Royal European Family":

This will be Minister of Diet and Women’s Rights to Obesity:
Minister of Intergalactic War Command:

Minister of Global Digital Currency and Global Finance:
Minister of Love and Procreation, Ronnie Jakub "BBC" Racemixton:

Minister of Globally Enforced Vegan Diet, Graduate of "I may rape you if you are not Vegan", Johnnie Lewd
Virtual Reality Master Programmer Richie Bitchey, master REALIST of the Jewish Umpire

Minister of Fine Arts, Gollum Himself
Pictures of your Worker's Rights:

*When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves.*

-- *Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D*

Enjoy!!!

(or Erm, FIGHT to change this.)
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